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The Girl Effect
www.girleffect.org
The Girl Effect Girls are the most powerful force for change on the planet

Poverty - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty
Poverty is general scarcity or dearth, or the state of one who lacks a certain amount of
material possessions or money. It is a multifaceted concept, which includes ...

National Poverty Center | University of Michigan
npc.umich.edu/poverty
How does the United States measure poverty? The United States determines the official
poverty rate using poverty thresholds that are issued each year by the Census ...

Poverty in India - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty_in_India
Poverty in India is widespread, and a variety of methods have been proposed to
measure it. The official measure of Indian government, before 2005, was based on food
...

Institute for Research on Poverty | University of ...
www.irp.wisc.edu
This webinar will examine how, in the last several decades, there have been dramatic
shifts in the geography of poverty in U.S ...

What is Minimum Wage: Its History and Effects on the â€¦
www.heritage.org/research/testimony/2013/06/what-is-minimum-wage...
Heritage Foundation calculations using data on state minimum wage rates from the
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Heritage Foundation calculations using data on state minimum wage rates from the
Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division. The figure is a weighted average, where ...

2015 World Hunger and Poverty Facts and Statistics by â€¦
www.worldhunger.org/articles/Learn/world%20hunger%20facts%202002.htm
2015 World Hunger and Poverty Facts and Statistics. World Hunger Education  Service
(Also see World Child Hunger Facts) This fact sheet is divided into the following ...

Poverty shrinks brains from birth : Nature News & â€¦
www.nature.com › News & Comment › News › 2015 › March
30-3-2015 · The stress of growing up poor can hurt a childâ€™s brain development
starting before birth, research suggests â€” and even very small differences in income ...

Home - First Focus
firstfocus.org
Comments on Proposed Child and Adult Care Food Program Rule. First Focus | April 14,
2015 | Letters and Correspondences . First Focus submitted these comments on the ...

Early Teen Marriage and Future Poverty - National â€¦
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov › â€¦ › Demography › v.47(3); 2010 Aug
8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD
OLS Estimates. How are poverty, early teen marriage, and dropping out of high school
related? I begin by presenting OLS estimates of the effect of early teen marriage ...

Welcome to Eldis - Eldis
www.eldis.org
A gateway to global development information on international development issues.
Provides free and easy access to materials on developing countries including ...

CARE | A Leading Humanitarian Organization Fighting â€¦
www.care.org
CARE is a humanitarian organization providing disaster relief and fighting poverty around
the world. You can help by making a donation today!

The Unaddressed Link Between Poverty and Education ...
www.nytimes.com/2011/12/12/opinion/the-unaddressed-link-between...
12-12-2011 · Federal education policy seems blind to the relationship between poverty
and student performance.

Structural Adjustmentâ€”a Major Cause of Poverty ...
www.globalissues.org/article/3
The IMF and World Bank structural adjustment policies have led to a spiraling race to
the bottom for the developing countries that have followed their prescriptions ...

Public education's biggest problem gets worse - The â€¦
www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/public-educations...
14-9-2011 · The federal government set the poverty level in 2010 for a family of four
living with an income of no more than $22,314 or a single person with an income ...

50 Years Later, War on Poverty Is a Mixed Bag - â€¦
www.nytimes.com/2014/01/05/business/50-years-later-war-on-poverty...
5-1-2014 · WASHINGTON â€” To many Americans, the war on poverty declared 50
years ago by President Lyndon B. Johnson has largely failed. The poverty rate has â€¦

The Health Risks of Obesity: Worse Than Smoking, â€¦
www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB4549.html
Obesity is widely recognized as a health risk. The negative effects of obesity and other
known health risks, such as smoking, heavy drinking, and poverty, have been ...

Poverty Main - People and Households - U.S. Census â€¦
www.census.gov › Population › Poverty Main › Main
Poverty Main. The Census Bureau reports poverty data from several major household
surveys and programs. The Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) to the ...

Thoughts on Education Policy
www.edpolicythoughts.com
A topical blog on education policy with insights into the achievement gap, urban
poverty, teachers and teaching, charter schools, merit pay, etc.

The Unwaged War on Deep Poverty | Urban Institute
www.urban.org/features/unwaged-war-deep-poverty
Adolescents and Youth; Aging; Children; Crime and Justice; Economic Growth and
Productivity; Education and Training; Families; Finance; Health and Health Policy
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